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The Role of Institutional This paper focuses on a radical change, in which organizations abandon an institutionalized template for arrangand MarketForces in
ing their core activities, that is likely to occur in organizaDivergent Organizational tional
fields that have strong, local market forces and
Change
strong but heterogeneous institutional forces. We examThomas D'Aunno
Universityof Chicago

Melissa Succi
ChapmanUniversity

Jeffrey A. Alexander
Universityof Michigan

ine the role of market forces and heterogeneous institutional elements in promoting divergent change in core
activities among all U.S. rural hospitals from 1984 to
1991. Results support the view that divergent change
depends on both market forces (proximity to competitors,
disadvantages in service mix) and institutional forces
(state regulation, ownership and governance norms, and
mimicry of models of divergent change).*
Organizationsoften arrangetheir core activities accordingto
accepted models, or templates, in their field. These templates are patternsfor arrangingorganizationalbehaviorthat
specify organizationalstructureand goals and reflect a distinct set of beliefs and values. Accountingand law firms, for
example, have traditionallyused templates that emphasized
individualautonomy and equalityamong peers, what Greenwood and Hinings(1993, 1996) termed a professionalpartnership model. Some templates are so repetitiveand enduring across an entire organizationalfield that actors take it for
grantedthat this patternis the rightway to organize(Oliver,
1992). Yet organizationsdo abandonsuch templates, diverging from accepted models in their field. What causes them to
abandonan institutionalizedtemplate for arrangingtheir core
activitiesand replace this template with a substantiallydifferent one?

?
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Understandingthe causes of such divergentorganizational
change is importantboth for understandingthe change itself
and for advancingneo-institutionaltheory. Untilrelatively
recently,theory and research have focused on examiningthe
successful reproductionand diffusionof organizationalforms
and practices (DiMaggioand Powell, 1991; Oliver,1992;
Scott, 1995). It is not yet clear how the theory can be extended to account for divergentorganizationalchange (Greenwood and Hinings,1996; Kraatzand Zajac,1996; Kraatzand
Moore, 1998). Further,examiningsuch change would help to
linkthe "old"and "new" institutionaltheories (Greenwood
and Hinings,1996; Selznick, 1996; Hirschand Lounsbury,
1997). This is so because divergentchange involves both a
transformationin organizationalgoals, a focus of the original
institutionalschool, and a transformationin widely held
beliefs and norms, a focus of neo-institutionalresearch (e.g.,
Zaldand Denton, 1963; DiMaggioand Powell, 1991).
Thoughtheorists have proposed several explanationsfor
divergentorganizationalchange (e.g., DiMaggio,1988; Oliver,
1992; Thornton,1995), recent conceptual papers (Greenwood
and Hinings,1996), case studies (Leblebiciet al., 1991), and a
few large-scaleempiricalstudies (Davis,Diekmann,and Tinsley, 1994; Kraatzand Zajac,1996) have emphasized the
importanceof both marketcompetitionand institutionalfactors in causing such change. Kraatzand Zajac(1996) found
that local marketforces (e.g., consumer demand) prompted
divergentchanges in curriculaamong U.S. liberalarts colleges (e.g., offering business degrees). In contrast, results
679/AdministrativeScience Quarterly,45 (2000): 679-703
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from Davis, Diekmann,and Tinsley(1994) suggested that
institutionalfactors caused decreased use of the conglomerate form of organizationin the 1980s-the very idea of this
form was no longer legitimate. One explanationfor these
inconsistent results is that there are varyingmarketand institutionalconditions underwhich divergentorganizational
change occurs. Earlierconceptual and laterempiricalwork in
neo-institutionaltheory (e.g., Scott and Meyer, 1983; Dacin,
1997) has emphasized that organizationalfields vary in both
the relativestrength and heterogeneity of institutionaland
marketpressures they hold for organizations.Thus, prior
studies may yield differentexplanationsfor divergentorganizationalchange because they examined organizationalfields
that differ in the kindsof marketand institutionalforces that
affect them. Inthis paper,we formulateand test hypotheses
on the effects of both marketand institutionalforces on
divergentorganizationalchanges, using data on the organizationalfield of ruralhospitals between 1984 and 1991.
CHANGE
DIVERGENT
ORGANIZATIONAL
The Role of MarketForces
Divergentorganizationalchange is more likelyto occur within
organizationalfields that have strong, local marketforces and
strong, but heterogeneous, institutionalforces. Organizations
face strong, local marketforces to the extent that there is
low local demand for their productsand services and intense
local competitionfrom similarorganizations.Priorresearch
suggests that competitionamong similarorganizationsis
more intense at local levels than at populationlevels (Zucker,
1989; Hannanand Carroll,1992: 146; Baum, 1996). Low local
demand for organizations'productsand services and intense
competitionamong similarorganizationsat the local level
lead to divergentchange as less-fit competitors move out of
a marketin search of alternativesto their currenttemplates
(Hawley,1950: 201-203; Delacroix,Swaminathan,and Solt,
1989; Amburgey,Kelly,and Barnett,1993; Haveman,1993;
Greve, 1998). Organizationsthat hold favorablepositions relative to their competitors in such markets can performwell
enough to maintaintheir status quo (Greve, 1996). In contrast, organizationsthat have comparativedisadvantages in
key areas, such as size or productmix, need to make substantialchanges in templates as they seek domains in which
they can hold a competitive advantage (Hannanand Freeman, 1977, 1989; Baum and Haveman,1997).
Demand. Insufficientconsumer demand for organizations'
productsand services is an importantcause of divergent
organizationalchange. Localmarketswith high consumer
demand may promote convergent change, because organizations might have adequate resources to adopt forms and
practicesfrom successful competitors (Hawley,1968). In
contrast, marketswith low levels of local consumer demand
are likelyto promote divergentchange because these markets cannot supportall of the organizationsthat are operating
with the same or similarresource needs. Kraatzand Zajac
(1996) found, for example, that less consumer demand for
traditionalliberalarts degrees was significantlyrelatedto
680/ASQ, December 2000
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divergentchanges in the curriculaof liberalarts colleges.
Thus, we hypothesize:
Hi: The lower the level of demand in an organization'slocal market,
the more likelyit is to make a divergentchange.

Geographic distance between competitors. Results from
several empiricalstudies show that the additionof an organization to a populationhas stronger competitive effects on
neighboringorganizationsthan on those that are more distant
(Baumand Singh, 1994a, 1994b; Hannanet al., 1995; Lomi,
1995; Baum and Haveman,1997). This means that organizations that have similarproductsand services and are located
in close proximityin local marketswill face relativelystrong
competition, because they are tryingto attractthe same limited pool of consumers. As a result, competition in a local
marketincreases the likelihoodthat one or more of the proximate organizationswill performpoorlyand will thus need to
make a divergentchange to differentiateitself from competitors and escape more losses. Thus, we hypothesize:
H2:The closer the geographicdistance between an organizationand
its closest marketcompetitors,the more likelythat the organization
will make a divergentchange.

Size relative to competitors. The size of organizationsrelative to competitors in their local marketis likelyto influence
which of them will be unsuccessful and thus be forced to
search for an alternativetemplate. Specifically,there is likely
to be a competitive disadvantagefor organizationsthat are
relativelysmallerthan their local counterparts(Baum, 1996).
This disadvantageappears to result, at least in part,from the
superiorabilityof largerorganizationsto acquireresources
that are needed to produce goods and services efficiently
and effectively (Aldrichand Auster, 1986). Forexample, comparedwith largerorganizationsin their marketarea, small
organizationswill have more difficultyboth in raisingcapital
to purchasetechnology and in hiringspecialized personnel.
Thus, we hypothesize:
H3: Organizationsthat are smallerthan their marketcompetitorsare
more likelyto make divergentchanges.

Service and product mix relative to competitors. Services
and productsdifferalong several dimensions, includingquality, selection, and price, that make them more or less attractive to customers. Ingeneral, organizationsthat produce
goods and services that are more attractivethan those produced by their otherwise similarcompetitors are likelyto be
winners in head-to-headcompetitionfor customers in local
markets (Greve, 1996). As a result, organizationswith a relative edge in productand service offerings will be able to
maintaintheir status quo, while losers must differentiate
themselves and seek alternatives.We hypothesize:
H4: Organizationsthat have disadvantagesin services and products
relativeto local marketcompetitorsare more likelyto make divergent changes.
681/ASQ, December 2000
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The Role of Institutional Forces
Organizationsface strong, heterogeneous, institutionalforces
to the extent that their externalenvironmentsconsist of influential but diverse regulations,norms, and cognitive models
(Scott, 1995). Divergentorganizationalchange occurs, by definition,when an organizationabandons an institutionalized
template. Such change is possible when an organizational
field has heterogeneous institutionalelements that are inconsistent with the dominantmodel; these conditionsgive organizationssome discretion-they are less locked in to their
currenttemplates (Oliver,1991, 1992). Thus, heterogeneity in
institutionalelements can playa role in promotingdivergent
change that is primarilycomplementaryto the role of local
markets:while local marketforces motivate organizationsto
find alternativetemplates, heterogeneity in institutionalelements makes these searches acceptable and successful.
Heterogeneityin institutionalelements is more likelyto occur
to the extent that an organizationalfield has a fragmented
structureof decision making,in which there are multipleand
uncoordinatedsources of authorityand influence (Scott and
Meyer, 1983: 141-143; Meyer,Scott, and Strang, 1987).
Such fields can produce diverse and even competing regulations, norms, and cognitive models for organizationsbecause
actors pursue their interests relativelyindependently,and
there is no centralauthorityto coordinatetheir activities or
settle disputes. Forexample, two federal agencies may work
independentlyin the same organizationalfield and, as a
result, produce rules for state-level organizationsthat conflict
with each other (e.g., Hoffman,1999). When influential
actors throughouta field promote a varietyof regulations,
norms, and cognitive models, an importantresult is a relatively wide range of accepted organizationalpractices and templates (Scott and Meyer, 1983: 150-151; Friedlandand
Alford,1991; Powell, 1991: 195; Greenwood and Hinings,
1996; Hoffman,1999). In such fields, organizationsthat are
motivatedto make divergentchanges due to marketpressures have the opportunityto do so, even if it means that
they are abandoninga template that had been institutionalized across the field (Oliver,1991, 1992; Ocasio, 1995). Due
to lackof centralcontrolor coordinationin heterogeneous
institutionalenvironments, however, regulative,normative,
and cognitive elements each playan independentand distinctive role in influencingdivergentorganizationalchange (Scott,
1995).
Regulative Elements
Because regulationsoften codify widely held beliefs and
stem from government initiatives,they can be viewed as
institutionalforces (Carroll,Delacroix,and Goodstein, 1988;
Edelmanand Suchman, 1997). Regulatoryelements, especiallygovernment policies, either promote or inhibitdivergent
change by influencingresource flows in markets and organizations (Wade, Swaminathan,and Saxon, 1998) and by
requiringorganizationalaccountabilityin exchange for
resources (Edelmanand Suchman, 1997). Regulatorypolicies
promote divergentchange, for example, by increasingmarket
competition (e.g., Dobbinand Dowd, 1997) and by reducing
682/ASQ, December 2000
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government financialsupportfor organizationaltemplates
(e.g., Singh, Tucker,and Meinhard,1991). Incontrast, regulatory policies inhibitdivergentchange by demandingaccountabilityand reliabilityfrom organizations,thus creating routines
that promote inertia(Hannanand Freeman, 1984). Government policies can thus producecontradictoryeffects on
divergentchange.
Regulation that creates inertia. Meyer and Rowan (1977)
emphasized that organizationswhose technologies are relatively weak and whose output cannot be easily evaluated in
marketexchanges are subject to strong rules that focus on
controllingtheir productionprocesses. Such organizational
fields have regulationsthat create and reinforceroutinesand
structuresthat are intended to make organizationsreliable
and accountablefor their performance.Organizationsthat fail
to conform to such regulationsrisk losing their legitimacyand
externalsupport (D'Aunno,Sutton, and Price, 1991; Ruef and
Scott, 1998). Conformingto such regulations,however, may
be costly. A centralargument in structuralinertiatheory (Hannan and Freeman, 1984) is that, over time, routines reduce
an organization'sabilityto change. Similarly,neo-institutional
theorists argue that routinescan become taken for granted,
thus contributingto inertia(Zucker,1977). We expect:
H5: Organizationsthat meet regulatoryrequirementsin theirfields
are less likelyto make divergentchanges.

Legislation that promotes and limits competition. Government regulationand policy also affect divergentchange by
increasingor decreasing the level of competitionthat organizations face in local markets (Fligstein,1996). Strong competition motivates organizationsto consider divergentchange,
while weak competition makes such change unnecessary.
Governmentpolicy promotes competitionthroughantitrust
laws that aim to prevent or breakup monopolies among
existing firms (Dobbinand Dowd, 1997). Forexample, laws
may reduce barriersto entry so that firms that are new to a
marketcan challenge established ones (Fligstein,1990; Kelly
and Amburgey,1991; Dobbinand Dowd, 1997). Incontrast,
policies can weaken competition by regulatingseveral
aspects of markets, includingthe productionof goods and
services, prices, and laborwages. The effect of such anticompetition policies is to reduce organizations'uncertainty
about resources and providethem with a stable marketenvironment,thus reinforcingthe viabilityof currenttemplates
and decreasing the need to make divergentchanges (Fligstein, 1996). We hypothesize:
H6a: Pro-competitionregulationwill promote divergentorganizational change.
H6b:Anti-competitiveregulationwill inhibitdivergentorganizational
change.

Legislation that affects resources in local markets. Government regulationand policies also playa contradictoryrole in
divergentchange by either limitingor increasingresources
(especiallycapital)for organizations,thus either increasingor
decreasing both their need and abilityto search for, and
683/ASQ,December2000
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implement, alternativetemplates (Fligstein,1996; Dobbinand
Dowd, 1997; Wade, Swaminathan,and Saxon, 1998). Policies
inhibitdivergentchange to the extent that they increase
resources that flow directlyto organizationsto supporttheir
currenttemplates. Dobbinand Dowd (1997) argued, for
example, that the state of Massachusetts providedso much
capitalsupportfor railroadsin the 1800s that owners' concerns about competitionwere mitigated;state and local governments were readyto contributefunds to railroadsthat
could not meet their expenses. Policies to increase organizations' resources work in a varietyof ways, rangingfrom
direct grants and loans (as for the Chryslercorporationin the
1980s) to legislationthat reduces regulatorydemands that
are costly for organizationsto meet. Incontrast, government
policies can promote divergentchange by providing
resources and financialincentives intendedto stimulate and
supportorganizations'searches for and implementationof
alternativetemplates. Inthe post-cold-warera, for example,
legislative initiativesprovidedresources to firms in the U.S.
defense industrythat would enable them to make divergent
changes, thus saving jobs that might be lost due to lack of
demand for militaryproducts.Thus, we expect:
H7a: Legislationthat providesresources to supportcurrentorganizationaltemplates will inhibitdivergentorganizationalchange.
H7b: Legislationthat providesresources to supportorganizations'
use of alternativetemplates will promote divergentchange.

Norms and values. Fromamong the many norms and values that characterizeinstitutionalenvironments,the most
importantto divergentorganizationalchange are those that
make such change acceptable to actors who own and govern
organizations.These actors have the authorityand power to
make divergentchange occur. Norms about propertyrights
are criticalbecause they not only specify who owns organizationalassets (publicvs. privateownership)but also shape the
extent to which these owners can, and will, use these assets
to make divergentchanges (Campbelland Lindberg,1990).
Similarly,norms about governance are criticalbecause they
specify which actors, other than owners, will influence strategic decisions, such as those to engage in divergentchange
(Fligstein,1996). Divergentchange is more likelyto occur if it
is supported by an organization'sowners and boardmembers, who have the authorityand power to make substantial
changes in an organizationaltemplate (Selznick,1949).
Norms about propertyrights define who owns or has claims
on firms' assets and profits (Jensen and Meckling,1976;
Fama, 1980). The more that propertyrights in an organizationalfield consist of publicratherthan privateownership of
firmassets, the less likelyit is that divergentorganizational
change will occur. Publicownership means that all citizens of
a given community,state, or nation have legal claims on an
organization'sassets and profits;these citizens also hold
responsibilityfor financiallosses. Thus, publicownership diffuses both the costs and benefits of organizationalperformance and, as a result, creates inertiaratherthan supportfor
change (Meyerand Zucker,1990). Further,publiclyowned
organizationstypicallyare founded to meet certaincommuni684/ASQ, December 2000
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ty needs that profit-seekingorganizationshave failed to
address. These organizationsthus find it difficultto use public assets for purposes other than those stated in their original charter.Privatenon-profitorganizationshave a similarrole
in our society.
In contrast, for-profitowners have the rightto use profitsand
assets as they see fit. Infact, for-profitowners have a legal
responsibilityto protect assets, regardless of priorcommitments of these resources. For-profitowners are less concerned about meeting an organization'smission than they are
in generating profits. Faced with marketpressures, these
owners will be likelyto abandontraditionalgoals and commitments and exercise their rightto use assets for other business opportunities.Thus, we expect:
H8: Publicand privatenon-profitorganizationsare less likelyto
make divergentchanges than for-profitorganizations.

Governancenorms playan importantpart in promotingdivergent organizationalchange because they specify how firms
should be organized,includingwhat roles superordinate
authorities,such as boards, should play in decision making
(Fligstein,1996). Governancenorms that specify centralcontrol of complex organizationswill promote divergentchange
among the various units or divisionsthat belong to such organizations.This is because centralcontrolweakens the importance, meaning, and identityof subunits, makingit possible
for superordinateauthoritiesto view them as sets of capacities that need to be managed for the good of the firm as a
whole (Davis, Diekmann,and Tinsley,1994; Douglas, 1986).
This view increases the chances that divergentchange will
occur in organizationalunits that face adversity.We hypothesize:
firms are
H9: Organizationsthat are members of multidivisional
more likelyto make divergentchanges.

Cognitive models of divergent change. Cognitiveelements
promote divergentchange by providingmodels of such
change for organizationaldecision makers to imitate. Organizations that adopt alternativetemplates providecognitive
models of divergentchange that spread in an organizational
field throughmimicry.Neo-institutionaltheorists argue that
organizationsoften mimic other organizations'behavior,especiallyunderconditionsof uncertainty(DiMaggioand Powell,
1983; Goodrickand Salancik,1996). Results from several
empiricalstudies supportthe view that mimetic behaviorpromotes organizationalchanges that are similarto the divergent
change we examine here. Greve (1995, 1996) found evidence of mimicryin analyses of radiostations that abandoned their strategies and stations that adopted new market
positions. Similarly,Haveman(1993) showed that savings and
loan associations imitatedthe strategies of large and profitable associations by entering new markets. Divergent
change occurs in partbecause organizationswith similar
resource needs cannot easily co-exist in the same markets.
Thus, an organizationis not likelyto imitateother organizations that make divergentchanges in its local marketarea
because the need for such change is greatlyreduced when
685/ASQ, December 2000
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neighbors have alreadymade it (Greve, 1995). Rather,organizations will imitate other organizationsthat face a similaror
equivalentpatternof marketand institutionalforces (Burt,
1987, 1992). Forexample, an organizationthat faced state
policies that were similarto those of a focal organization,and
responded with a divergentchange, would providea relevant
model for such change. Inthis case, imitationcould be highly
pragmatic(Kraatzand Moore, 1998). Thus, we hypothesize:
H10: Organizationsare more likelyto make divergentchanges to
the extent that they have nonlocalmodels of such change in organizations that faced similarmarketand institutionalforces.

Divergent Change among Rural Hospitals
Institutional pressures. The health care field in the U.S. has
long been characterizedby institutionalpressures that are
both strong and heterogeneous (Stevens, 1989). All branches
of the federal government make decisions that affect the
entire health care field. Localand state governments also
exercise authorityto regulate health care providers(Carroll,
Delacroix,and Goodstein, 1988). This fragmented structure
of authoritymakes it possible for variousactors to pass laws
to meet particularneeds and, importantly,means that regulations are, at best, uncoordinatedand, at worst, inconsistent
or conflicting(Alexanderand Scott, 1984). This study focuses
on ruralhospitals because ruralcommunities place particularly strong institutionalpressures on their hospitals. If a rural
hospitalcloses or changes its mix of services, community
members may lose access to vital health care services. Rural
hospitals also are often their communities' majoremployers;
their failuremay mean the loss of jobs and income for the
community.Finally,hospitals have importantsymbolic meaning in ruralcommunities;they are a source of pridethat
erodes with hospitalclosure or identitychanges.

I

Managed care is now the most predominant approach to controlling health care
costs in the U.S. (Scott et al., 2000), but
in the time period studied here, especially
in ruralareas, managed care was not yet
an important market influence. In 1991,
for example, only 3.5 percent of the population residing in ruralcounties was covered by managed care.

Effect of Medicare cuts. The 1980s markedthe beginningof
a new era that shifted focus from increasingaccess to health
care, as markedby the passage of Medicareand Medicaid
legislationin the 1960s, to controllingcosts (Scott et al.,
2000). Several years of double-digitincreases in prices threatened the economic interests of actors who pay for health
care; in response, they initiatedpolicies and practices to control costs.1 In 1984, Medicarebecame the first majorpayer
to try to controlhospitalcosts by moving from payingall
"usualand reasonable"fees that hospitals chargedfor a particularservice to payinga fixed fee for each service. This key
change in Medicarepayment policy had significantfinancial
and marketeffects for ruralhospitals (Bazzoli,1995). Hospitals received reduced cash payments for services, which cut
their budgets and contributedto cash-flow problems. Hospitals tried to compensate by increasingtheir patient and service volume, which, in turn,created more competitionfor
patients. Thoughmarketpressures might have been relatively low in ruralhealth care priorto 1984, these pressures
increased with Medicarereform.
Rural hospital conversion as divergent organizational
change. Ruralhospitalconversion occurs when a ruralcommunityhospitalleaves the definingbusiness of hospitals686/ASQ, December 2000
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acute inpatient care-and converts all of its capacity to
become a provider of other kinds of health care, either outpatient care (e.g., ambulatory care clinic) or specialty inpatient
care (e.g., nursing homes) (Alexander, D'Aunno, and Succi,
1996). Rural hospital conversion is a divergent organizational
change for several reasons. First, conversion means that the
"hospital" template is discontinued. The hospital template
consists of two distinctive capacities: (1) to perform certain
technical, medical procedures and (2) to allow patients to
recover from acute episodes of health problems or procedures for a short stay (up to several days). Conversion
changes one or both of these core features. The capacity to
perform technical medical procedures (all surgical procedures) is lost when a hospital converts entirely to either a
long-term care facility (a nursing home) or to a provider of
non-acute care, such as mental health or drug abuse treatment. The capacity to allow short stays of residential care is
lost when a hospital converts entirely to an outpatient care
provider. To eliminate the physicians, technology, and services that define a hospital is a radical change, not just an
incremental one, as is involved when a hospital specializes,
for example, by using some beds to provide long-term care
for the elderly.
Second, the hospital template has been highly institutionalized across the entire health care field for decades (Stevens,
1989). In all states, for an organization that provides health
care to be termed a hospital it must meet certain legislatively
defined standards, such as having the capacity to provide
care by licensed professionals for 24 hours per day, having
state-licensed physicians and equipment to perform surgery,
or operating an emergency unit for 24 hours per day with at
least one physician staff member. Eliminating the services
and medical staff that define a "hospital" means that a
health care provider is legally no longer a hospital. Finally,
when the required services and medical staff that define a
hospital are eliminated, other groups recognize that the identity of the hospital has changed.
METHOD

2
Nonetheless, we could test all of the
other hypotheses with this sample (i.e.,
H1 and H5-H10), and we did so to determine if excluding hospitals with no competitors within 35 miles affected the
results. Including these ruralhospitals (an
average of 362 per year) increased the
sample size for the hospital-year data
from 14,446 to 17,280. The results (available from the authors) do not differ significantly from those obtained when the
sample excludes ruralhospitals with no
competitors within 35 miles.

Sample
This study's unit of analysis is the individual hospital. The
study sample consisted of all non-specialty, community hospitals that were at risk for divergent change (conversion) during the study period. These included hospitals operating in
ruralareas from 1984 through 1991 and those hospitals that
were founded during the study period or that may have exited the population of ruralhospitals through mergers and consolidations. We used the broadest possible definition of rural:
any locale outside a metropolitan statistical area (MSA). The
sample excluded hospitals that operated in ruralareas at the
outset of the study period but were subsequently incorporated into an MSA. The sample also excluded rural hospitals
that had no competitors within 35 miles; we could not test
hypotheses about local market competition with these isolated hospitals.2 The final study sample consisted of 2,064 rural

hospitals.
687/ASQ, December 2000
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Data Sources
We used several data sources. The AmericanHospitalAssociation (AHA)annual survey data files (1984-1991) provided

an initiallistingof conversions as well as data on hospitalservices and organizationalcharacteristics.We collected primary
data from state hospitalassociations and individualhospitals
and medicalfacilitiesto validateour initialinventoryof conversions. We used the Area Resource File (ARF)(Bureauof
HealthProfessions, 1991) as a source of data on county-level
marketvariables.We used latitudeand longitudelistingof all
communityhospitaladdresses from GeographicInc. to compute straight-linedistances between each hospital in the
sample and the nearest hospitalprovider(ruralor urban).The
HealthCare FinancingAdministration(HCFA)MedicareCost
reports (1984-1991) provided data for computing financial

ratiosfor all federallyfunded hospitals in the sample. Data on
state legislationconcerningruralhospitals came from the
IntergovernmentalHealthPolicy Project(1988) and Gibbens
and Ludtke (1990).

We merged data from these sources to construct a pooled,
cross-sectional analysis file. The data set contained annual
observations on hospitals from 1984 through 1991 in a hospi-

tal-yearformat. Hospitalsin the sample were assigned observations for all variablesfor each year of the study period.
Those hospitals that entered the sample after 1984 or exited
priorto 1991 were assigned observations only for the years
they were operationalduringthe study period. Because predictors of hospitalconversion were unlikelyto exercise
instantaneouseffects, and to enhance causal explanation,all
predictorswere lagged by one year in the analysis. Thus, the
data set consisted of seven years of observations, equivalent
to 14,446 hospital-years.Table1 shows the measures for all
study variables.
Dependent Variable
Conversionmeans that a ruralhospitalchanged to provide
other types of health care services, and these includedoutpatient facilitiesand specialized inpatientfacilities (long-term
care, substance abuse). We classified communityhospitals
that closed but reopened as health care providerswithin one
year of closure as conversions. This decision assumes that
conversions are often not instantaneousevents but require
changingthe hospitalto fulfillits new role. If the time span
from closure to reopeningas a health care facilitywas
greater than one year, however, the event was classified as a
closure. We used a two-step process to produce a complete,
validatedinventoryof conversion in the populationof rural
hospitals over the study period. First,we compiled an initial
inventoryof conversion events by comparingannualchanges
in hospital status using the AHA annual surveys (1984-1991).

Second, representatives in all 50 state hospitalassociations
reviewed and modifiedthis preliminaryinventoryof events.
We found 147 ruralhospitalconversions. Seven percent of
the hospitals converted to become providersof long-term
care (nursinghomes); 17 percent became specialty providers
of inpatientcare (substance abuse); and the majorityof hospitals, 76 percent, converted to become outpatientclinics that
688/ASQ, December 2000
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Table 1
Variables and Their Measures*
Variable

Measure

Conversion

Ruralcommunity hospital ceases operation and, within one year, begins operation as another type of health care provider (1 = yes; 0 = no)

Market position
Geographic proximity

Straight-line distance (in miles) from focal ruralhospital to nearest hospital in its
market area
Euclidean distance between a focal hospital and other hospitals in its market,
based on:
Total number of beds authorized and staffed
8-item scale: CT scanner; cardiac catheterization lab; diagnostic radioisotope; Xray radiation; megavoltage radiation;trauma center; hospice; psychological hospitalization
8-item scale: respiratory therapy; pediatric acute care; obstetric care; physical
therapy; cardiac intensive care; general medical/surgical care; medical/surgical
intensive care; ultrasound
5-item scale: ambulatory surgery; psychiatric emergency; psychiatric treatment;
substance abuse; rehabilitation

Relative position by:
Size
Diagnostic service
Inpatient treatment
Outpatient services
Demand
Total population
Population age
Population income

Average population of focal hospital and contiguous counties, in 1,000s
Percent of population age 65 or older in focal and contiguous counties
Per capita income in focal and contiguous counties

Regulatory elements (state or federal legislation)
Hospital is located in a state with laws that provide capital funds to maintain
Capital funds for ruralhospitals
rural hospitals (1 = yes; 0 = no)
Reduction in regulation to reduce
Hospital is located in a state with law to reduce regulations that
place financial burdens on ruralhospitals (1 = yes; 0 = no)
operating expenses
Capital for rural hospital conversion Hospital is located in a state with law that provides capital for ruralhospital conversion (1 = yes; 0 = no)
Certificate-of-Need law (CON)
5-item index: CON covers capital expenditures; CON covers medical equipment
purchases; CON covers new services; percentage of hospital requests approved
by CON review board; budget size for CON review board; each item ranked from
0 (no CON) to 3 (most stringent requirements) and summed; index ranges from
0 (no CON) to 15 (most extensive regulation)
JCAHO accreditation
Hospital has JCAHO accreditation (2 = yes); (1 = no)
Diversification law
Hospital is located in state with law that reduces barriers to entry in new services or geographic service areas (1 = yes; 0 = no)
Normative elements
Multihospital system member
Ownership
Cognitive element
Conversion available as a model
Cash flow
Size
Age
Time

Hospital is member of multihospital system, defined as two or more hospitals
that are owned, leased, or sponsored by a single administrative entity (1 = yes;
o = no)
Hospital ownership is public (1 = yes; 0 = no), private-for-profit(1 = yes; 0 = no);
private non-profit is an omitted category
Rate of rural hospital conversion in focal hospital's state
Ratio of net income plus depreciation divided by total assets
Number of beds set up and staffed for use
Number of years since hospital's founding
The years 1985-1991 are measured as a series of dummy variables, with 1991
as the omitted reference year

*AIIvariables are measured for each year of the study period.

provide primary health care. The number of new conversions
per year was 10 in 1984; 10 in 1985; 18 in 1986; 20 in 1987;
24 in 1988; 24 in 1989; 21 in 1990; and 20 in 1991.
Predictor Variables
Market area. Following Succi, Lee, and Alexander (1997), we
defined local market areas for ruralhospitals using a variableradius approach. The variable-radius approach takes into

account that local marketareas varyfor each ruralhospitalon
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the basis of populationdensity (generallyconsidered in the
literatureas a measure for service demand) in areas surroundingthe focal hospital(Goody,1993; Phibbsand Robinson, 1993). Populationdensity was calculatedby averaging
the total numberof residents per square mile for the focal
county and all contiguous counties (Bronsteinand Morrisey,
1990). Thus, hospitals located in areas with lower population
density were assigned a largerradiusand a largermarket
area than hospitals in areas with higherpopulationdensity.
To calculatea radiusfor each hospital'smarketarea, we limited radiito a range between 10 and 35 miles. We selected
the 10-mile lower bound because it represents the average
of two distances (15 and 5 miles) generallyconsidered as the
radiiof urbanhospitalmarkets (Luftand Maerki,1984). The
35-mile upper bound was selected because it represents the
cut-off by which ruralhospitals are designated as a sole communityhospital(Officeof TechnologyAssessment, 1990).
Withinthese bounds, we assigned each ruralhospitala
radiusvalue between 10 and 35 miles, using two steps. First,
we determinedthe marketarea for each ruralhospitalby calculatinga weight for populationdensity in the focal hospital's
county and surroundingcounties; this weight is relativeto
the total populationof ruralhospitals. Next, we used this
weight to assign a proportionateradiusfor each ruralhospital, accordingto the following equationfrom Succi, Lee, and
Alexander(1997):
- (10)2
R2
f__ _ _ __ _ _
(35)2 _ (10)2

_

Pf - Pm ax
Pmin - Pmax

where Rfis the radiusof the focal hospital'smarketarea; Pf
is the average populationdensity in the focal hospital'shome
is the highest value of
county and surroundingcounties; Pmax
average populationdensity in the sample; and Pminis the lowest value of average populationdensity in the sample. The
resultingmarketareas formed the basis for constructing
measures of local marketdemand and marketposition.
Demand. Demand for hospitalservices was measured by
three variables:populationand percent of populationage 65
or older are measures of general demand for hospitalservices (i.e., potentialpatients);aging increases the need for
and use of such services. Per capita income reflects the general munificence of the marketand the abilityof the population to affordhospitalservices. We constructed these
demand measures by averagingthe values of the focal and
contiguous counties to account for services providedfor
patients from neighboringcounties.
Marketposition. We measured three aspects of each rural
hospital'smarketposition:geographicproximityto the nearest hospital,service mix relativeto its marketcompetitors,
and size relativeto marketcompetitors. Because of sparse
populationsand the small numberof competitors in most
ruralmarkets,we considered proximitya better measure of
the potentialfor competitionthan more traditionalmeasures
such as marketdensity or concentration.We focus on the
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relativenumberof differentservices that ruralhospitals provide because, other things being equal, patients and their
physicians preferto do "one-stop shopping"at hospitalsthat
providea richarrayof services (Succi, Lee, and Alexander,
1997). Ruralhospitalswith a larger,richermix of services relative to competitors should have an advantage.We produced
scales that measured the relativenumberof services that
hospitals providein three areas: diagnostic, inpatient,and
outpatientservices. We began with the list of services that
appearedconsistently in the AHAsurvey for each year of the
study, asked several health care experts to groupthese services into common domains (if any), and conducted statistical
checks on the resultingscales. We used multidimensional
scaling (MDS)to groupthe service items because they are
binary:a hospitalhad a particularservice or not (Kruskaland
Wish, 1978). We also used confirmatoryfactor analysis to
check the results from MDS.Cronbachalphatests show
acceptable reliabilityscores (diagnosticservices = .67; inpatient services = .63; outpatientservices = .65), and there are
low correlationsamong the scales.
We calculatedrelativecompetitive advantagedue to service
mix and size using a variantof the Euclideandistance to indicate how much an individualhospitaldifferedfrom other hospitals in its market(Jacksonet al., 1991):
n
Si -

Si

j=1 n -1'

where n is the numberof hospitals in a market,Si is the focal
hospital'svalue on size or services, and Si is the jth hospital's
value on the correspondingattribute.This measure differs
from the standardEuclideandistance score: it reflects the
directionof the difference and whether the focal hospitalwas
positioned above or below the marketaverage. We could
thus use these measures to test our hypotheses about the
relativecompetitive advantages of size and service mix.
Regulation.Using data from the IntergovernmentalHealth
PolicyProject(1988), Gibbens and Ludtke(1990), and the
AHAsurvey, we measured six types of federal and state regulationduringeach year of the study period(see table 1). To
test H5 on the effects of conformityto regulations,we measured whether each ruralhospitalheld an accreditationfrom
the Joint Commission on HealthCare Organizations(JCAHO).
This accreditationis the field's primaryregulatoryapproachto
increase reliabilityin the productionof hospitalservices
(Westphal,Gulati,and Shortell,1997; Ruef and Scott, 1998).
To test H6a, we measured pro-competitionlegislationthat
focused on ruralhospitals in the 1980s, intended to promote
competition by reducingor eliminatingregulatorybarriersto
entry into new markets. Several states encouraged hospitals
to diversifyinto nontraditionalservices (e.g., nursinghomes).
This legislationassumed that diversificationwould enable
ruralhospitalsto convert to providemore financiallyviable
(less expensive) services. To test H6b, we assessed the
strength of states' anti-competitionregulationby the strength
of Certificateof Need laws, which are a key anti-competition
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regulation in this field. Certificate of Need laws restrict the
purchase of new equipment and construction because they
require hospitals to demonstrate medical need for each capital expense. Hospitals competing to attract patients often
purchase new medical technology, build facilities, and begin
new service programs. In response to such non-price competition, many states passed Certificate of Need laws in the
1970s. These laws limit competition for technology and serve
as a barrierto entry to new products and services. We used
a five-item index of Certificate of Need laws that measures
variance in both their breadth and stringency. Three of the
five dimensions measure the breadth of Certificate of Need
laws (i.e., what services or capital expenditures are covered
by the law). Stringency is measured in that each of the five
dimensions is rated on a scale from 0 to 3, on which 0 indicates that the law did not cover a dimension (e.g., new services were not regulated), and 3 indicates that the law was
most stringent (e.g., capital purchases of less that $150,000
must be approved by a review board). Values for the five
dimensions were summed to create an index that ranges
from 0 to 15. This measure was available only for 1986, but
these regulations changed very little in the study period.
We measured two types of state legislation to test H7a on
the effects of state intervention to support current templates.
Several states passed legislation to provide low-interest loans
for ruralhospitals to purchase capital equipment (e.g.,
advanced diagnostic technology) that might attract patients
(Mueller, 1992). Such capital fund laws sought to inhibit divergent change among ruralhospitals by providing them with
funds needed to maintain their current work. Some states
passed legislation to reduce the regulatory burden on rural
hospitals and thus indirectly improve their financial status; for
example, a requirement for continuous physician coverage
could be met by having a physician on call rather than on
site. Finally,we used one measure of state legislation to test
H7b on the effects of state intervention in promoting divergent change. Several states passed legislation to provide
rural hospitals with capital that would enable them to move
from providing acute inpatient care to sub-acute care exclusively, i.e., only outpatient care or long-term care (e.g., nursing homes).
Norms. To measure the effects of norms concerning property
rights and governance (H8 and H9), we included two variables in the model: hospital ownership and hospital membership in a multihospital system. We measured hospital ownership by a series of dummy variables representing private
for-profit, public (state or local government), and private notfor-profit ownership. Membership in a multihospital system is
a measure of norms specifying system-level, centralized governance vs. local governance of a hospital. Multihospital system membership was measured with a dummy variable,
where 1 = yes, and 0 = no.
Cognitive models. To measure the availability of nonlocal
models of divergent change for a focal hospital to imitate
(H10), we calculated the rate of ruralhospital conversion in
each state. Rural hospitals that have converted in a given
state provide an especially likely role model for other hospi692/ASQ, December 2000
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tals in that state because so much health care regulationis
state-specific.
Control variables. Priorwork suggests that three important
characteristicsof hospitals could affect their responses to
institutionaland marketforces: cash flow, size, and age. Cash
flow was used to assess hospitalfinancialperformance,
which, if poor,could provideeither a stimulus for change
(e.g., Tushmanand Romanelli,1985) or a stimulus that
induces rigidityand inertia(e.g., Staw, Sandelands,and Dutton, 1981; Ocasio, 1995). The measure of cash flow we used
is appropriatefor ruralhospitals because it captures both
profitsearned and cash-based activities (Kane,1991). Other
financialindicatorsare more sensitive to profitsearned and
tend to present difficultiesfor comparisons among hospitals
of differentownership and for ruralhospitals when equity balances are negative.
Followingstructuralinertiatheory (Baum, 1996), we examined the effects of organizationage and size on divergent
change; older and largerorganizationsmight be less likelyto
engage in divergentchange. Our measure of size, numberof
beds set up and staffed for use, has the advantageof capturing the actual numberof beds that hospitals are using, as
opposed to the numberof beds they are licensed to use. We
measured age as the numberof years since the hospital's
founding.Table2 shows means, standarddeviations,and correlationsfor all study variables.
Model Estimation
We used discrete-timeevent historyanalysis (McCullaghand
Nelder,1983), which can be used to estimate the rate of
occurrencefor a particularevent, comparedwith all nonevent observations (e.g., conversionversus non-conversions).
Discrete-timeevent historyanalysis offers two other advantages. First,it adjusts for right-censoredobservations:observations that were truncateddue to merger and those that
continuedto operate as communityhospitals after the end of
the study period(Yamaguchi,1991). Second, this approachis
appropriatefor use with time-varyingcovariatesand categorical dependent variablesthat might produce specificationerror
if modeled with linearregression techniques.
To assess the effects of time on riskof ruralhospitalconversion, we includeda series of dummy variablesrepresenting
each year of the study in the model. Interactionsbetween
these dummy variablesand all other covariateswere added
to the model to test the assumption that effects of covariates on conversion are time-invariant.Results (not shown)
indicatethat time interactionswere not statisticallysignificant. Because these findings suggest that covariateeffects
were not dependent on history,time-covariateinteraction
terms were subsequently excluded from the model.
Adjustments for repeated observations. Longitudinaldata
consisting of repeated observations of the covariatesand
outcomes for the same subjects can introducebias due to
correlationamong the repeated observations (Zegerand
Liang,1986). We used generalizedestimating equations
(GEE)to estimate the modeJto correct for potentialbias
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Table 2
Descriptive Statistics and Zero-order Correlations*
Variable

Mean

1. Conversion
2. Bed size
3. Hospital age
4. Cash flow
5. Distance to near hosp.
6. Relative size
7. Inpatient services
8. Diagnostic services
9. Outpatient services
10. Total pop. (1,000s)
11. % population > 65
12. Per capita income
13. Capital funds for hosp.
14. Capital for conversion
15. CON law
16. JCAHO
17. Diversification law
18. Reduced regulation
19. MHS member
20. Public ownership
21. Private for-profit
22. Conversion rate
Variable
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

Per capita income
Capital funds for hosp.
Capital for conversion
CON law
JCAHO
Diversification law
Reduced regulation
MHS member
Public ownership
Private for-profit
Conversion rate

.01
83.80
42.80
.07
15.28
-8.05
-.02 E-2
-.09
-.08
418.15
14.10
12220
.32
.05
7.23
1.38
.08
.13
.37
.42
.09
.05

S.D.

1

2

0.08
66.61
23.30
0.24
7.34
78.21
1 .65
1.30
1 .48
527.44
8.80
2360
0.47
0.22
3.49
0.48
0.28
0.34
0.48
0.49
0.29
0.07

-.03
-.01
-.08
-.03
-.03
-.02
-.04
-.02
.02
.00
.01
.00
.03
-.02
-.03
.00
.02
.03
-.02
.01
.03

.26
.08
-.24
.71
.15
.49
.37
.09
.34
-.08
-.01
.01
.18
.41
.02
-.15
-.01
-.20
.00
-.04

13

14

-.1 0
-.15
-.03
-.09
.32
-.05
.15
.07
.10

.12
.01
.22
.02
.05
-.02
-.03
.14

11

12

.02
-.04
-.03
.03
.18
-.05
.02
.07
-.18
.03
-.02

-.1 1
.20
-.16
-.05
.09
.19
.01
.00
-.14
.11

*Correlations greater than .016 or less than -.016 are significant at p <.05; N
hospital years.

=

14,446

caused by such correlation (Karimand Zeger, 1988). GEE
adjusts for repeated observations by estimating within-subject correlation separately from the regression parameters,
yielding consistent estimates of the regression coefficients
without rigorous assumptions about the actual correlation
among the subjects' observations (Zeger and Liang, 1986).
RESULTS
Table 3 shows results from event history analyses using GEE
to test our hypotheses. It shows results from four equations
that enter variables in different combinations to determine
the extent to which coefficients are affected by other variables in the equation. In column one are results from an
equation with only the control variables; column two shows
results from an equation with control variables and market
variables; in column three are results with control variables
and institutional variables, and, finally, column four shows
results from an equation with all variables. Because the
results change so little from one equation to the next, we
focus on results from the full model (column 4).
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4

5

6

7

8

9

10

.00
-.14
.16
.08
.17
.12
.13
.12
.18
-.07
.08
.06
.23
.06
-.07
-.02
-.20
-.15
.00

-.03
.06
.06
.08
.06
-.01
.06
-.06
-.03
-.02
.05
.07
-.01
-.07
.00
-.03
.04
-.04

-.09
-.02
-.09
-.07
-.21
-.16
.09
-.03
.07
-.07
-.20
-.07
.09
-.02
.19
-.16
.02

.20
.67
.51
-.02
.32
-.01
.01
.01
.00
.21
-.01
.00
-.01
-.06
-.05
-.00

.26
.20
-.01
.13
-.01
-.01
-.01
.01
.19
.00
-.01
.04
-.04
-.05
.00

.49
-.02
.31
.00
.00
.01
.02
.26
-.02
-.01
.01
-.10
-.02
-.01

-.02
.25
-.01
.00
.00
.00
.18
.00
.00
.01
-.07
-.02
.00

-.24
.13
.00
.10
.02
.20
.20
-.1 1
.02
-.08
.03
.05

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

.13
.02
-.47
-.05
-.15
.01
.15

-.08
.17
-.13
.24
-.04
-.01

-.12
.02
-.02
.02
.04

.03
.10
.02
.22

-.23
.26
.01

-.27
-.01

3

.00

Market Forces
There is no support for H1, that organizations operating in
local markets with lower demand levels would be more likely
to engage in divergent change (see columns 2 and 4). None
of the demand measures (population in the area, percent of
population over age 65, per capita income in the market)
were significantly related to divergent change. Results do
support H2, that the closer the geographic distance between
an organization and its closest competitor, the more likely it is
that a focal organization would make a divergent change.
There is a statistically significant relationship between geographic distance to a competitor and hospital conversion.
Odds ratios show that there is an 8 percent decrease in the
likelihood of conversion for each mile that hospitals are located from each other. Hospitals that are located 20 miles from
each other are 80 percent less likely to convert than hospitals
that are located 10 miles from each other. H3, that divergent
change would be more likely for organizations that had size
disadvantages (were smaller) relative to market competitors,
was not supported. There was only partial support for H4,

that organizationswould be more likelyto engage in diver695/ASQ, December 2000
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Table 3
Results from Discrete lime Event History Analyses Using GEE:
Market and Institutional Effects on Divergent Change among Rural Hospitals*
Predictor variable

2

1

Intercept

-4.33
(.357)
-.009"
(.003)
-.001
(.005)
-1.28w
(.341)

Bed size
Age
Cash flow
Distance to nearest hospital
Relative bed size
Diagnostic services
Inpatient services
Outpatient services
Total population
Percent population >65
Per capita income

-3.97*
(.876)
-.0100
(.004)
-.001
(.005)
-1.29w
(.367)
-.080
(.019)
.002
(.004)
-.3460
(.142)
-.049
(.069)
-.006
(.112)
.000
(.0001)
.001
(.015)
.000
(.0001)

Capital funds for ruralhospitals
Capital funds for conversion
Reduction in regulation
CON law
JCAHO accreditation
Diversification law
Multihospital member
Public ownership
Private for-profit
Conversion rate in state
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990

-1.27
(.659)
-.393
(.416)
.040
(.367)
.098
(.355)
.083
(.363)
-.244
(.401)
61 .32m
9

-1.11
(.675)
-.273
(.463)
.139
(.406)
.155
(.357)
.153
(.380)
-.213
(.404)
100.1 6rn
17

3
-5.00w
(.666)
-.006
(.003)
-.001
(.005)
-1.21w
(.362)

-.088
(.248)
.906-(.360)
-.203
(.320)
-.0830
(.037)
-.5790
(.258)
.045
(.379)
.511 Gil
(.231)
-.6920
(.248)
-.007
(.356)
3.30
(1.59)
1.11
(.668)
-.221
(.441)
.125
(.379)
.206
(.364)
.114
(.374)
-.248
(.405)
98.1 60
19

4
-3.83w
(.613)
-.0070

(.004)
-.001
(.005)
-1.27o
(.377)
-.085rn
(.020)
.000
(.002)
-.318"
(.138)
-.040
(.069)
-.008
(.109)
.000
(.001)
.004
(.015)
.000
(.0001)
-.188
(.257)
1.04"
(.612)
-.028
(.339)
-.0900
(.041)
-.6570
(.242)
-.241
(.414)
.591 Gi
(.228)
-.6050
(.259)
-.412
(.386)
3.370
(1.61)
-1.12
(.690)
-.316
(.490)
.043
(.418)
.120
(.367)
.092
(.303)
-.269
(.409)
139.26
27

Log-likelihood
D.f.
ep < .05; "p < .01; ..p < .001, two-tailed tests.
*The sample includes 14,446 hospital-years and 147 conversion events. Standard errors are in parentheses.

gent change to the extent that they had disadvantages in
product and service mix relative to competitors. Rural hospitals were more likely to convert if they had a disadvantage
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relative to their market competitors in providing diagnostic
services. The results thus provide mixed support for the
hypothesized role of market forces in promoting divergent
organizational change. The key market factors that appear to
promote divergent change are geographic proximity to competitors and the extent to which an organization has a disadvantage in product or service mix relative to local competitors.
Institutional Forces
H5-H10 concern the role of institutional forces in promoting
and inhibiting divergent organizational change (see columns 3
and 4). The results show strong support for H5, that organizations that meet major regulatory requirements are less likely
to make divergent changes. Rural hospitals that meet the
requirements of JCAHO accreditation are significantly less
likely to convert (92 percent less likely). H6a, that pro-competition legislation (that reduces barriers to entry) would
increase the likelihood of divergent organizational change, is
not supported, but the results do support H6b, that anti-competitive regulation would inhibit divergent organizational
change. Hospitals located in states with stronger Certificate
of Need laws are significantly less likely to convert (8 percent
less likely). H7a, that legislation that provides resources (e.g.,
capital funds) to support current organizational templates will
inhibit divergent organizational change, was not supported;
there was no relationship between ruralhospital conversion
and hospitals' location in states that provided capital funds to
support current organizational templates. Similarly, legislation
that attempted to reduce operating costs for ruralhospitals
by decreasing the burden of regulations was not related to
conversion. In contrast, H7b was strongly supported: hospitals were significantly more likely to convert (2.8 times as
likely) if they were located in states that passed legislation
providing capital to do so. We also examined the extent to
which ruralhospitals faced combinations of inconsistent institutional elements and found that this occurred relatively
rarely. For example, in the seven-year study period, only
three states passed legislation that was both strongly anticompetitive and pro-competitive. But there was variation
between states in the regulations that they passed to influence ruralhospitals.
The results show moderate support for H8, that public and
private non-profit organizations would be less likely to make
divergent changes than for-profit organizations. Publicly
owned rural hospitals were significantly less likely to convert
(46 percent less likely) than private nonprofit ruralhospitals.
Private nonprofit ruralhospitals did not differ, however, from
for-profit hospitals in their likelihood for divergent change.
The results support H9, showing that members of multihospital systems are significantly more likely to convert (81 percent) than free-standing hospitals. Results also provide strong
support for H10, that organizations are more likely to make
divergent changes to the extent that they have nonlocal, but
equivalent models of such change: rural hospitals located in
states that have higher rates of conversion are more likely to
convert themselves. In general, the results provide consis-

tent supportfor the hypotheses concerningthe effects of
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normative and cognitive institutional elements in divergent
change, but the results are mixed on the effects of regulation
on such change. Finally,the results show that two of the
three control variables are related to divergent change. Hospitals that were smaller and that had worse financial positions
were more likely to convert.
DISCUSSION
We argued that strong, local market forces limit the critical
resources that organizations need to support their current
templates, while strong, heterogeneous institutional forces
make searches for new templates acceptable and successful.
In fragmented organizational fields, the regulatory, normative,
and cognitive elements that typically promote stability in
behavior can also promote divergent change. The results provide relatively strong support for our hypotheses.
Market factors seem to affect divergent change in two
important ways. An organization is more likely to engage in
divergent change to the extent that it (1) is geographically
proximate to competitors and (2) has a relative competitive
disadvantage in its product and service mix. These results are
consistent with results from Baum and Haveman (1997) that
suggest that founders of hotels try to differentiate their organization on at least one key dimension to avoid competition
with other hotels in close geographic proximity. The issue of
geographic proximity is particularlysalient for service organizations such as hospitals. When service organizations are
located in close proximity, potential consumers have choices,
and this makes it difficult for all competitors to stay in the
same market. Further, overlap in diagnostic services is important because hospitals that are able to provide these services
are likely to have an edge in patients' decisions about where
to receive follow-up treatment services. The importance of
diagnostic services as a competitive advantage may explain
why we observe no effects for other measures of organizations' advantages in size or product and service mix. Our failure to find results for market demand may validate a longstanding claim that health care providers are more important
in creating demand for services than individual consumers
(Feldstein, 1988). Physicians in particularcan create demand
for hospital services by their decisions about the need for
such services and where they should be obtained. We tested
this hypothesis with measures of the per capita number of
physicians in market areas, but we found no significant
results (results not shown). Perhaps more fine-grained measures are needed to adequately assess demand for hospital
services and its relationship to divergent change.
At the same time, it is clear that institutional factors contribute both to promoting and inhibiting divergent organizational change. The results for normative and cognitive elements in promoting such change are relatively consistent and
strong. In contrast, the results for regulatory elements are
mixed. On the one hand, it appears that regulation that
makes organizations reliable and accountable for their production processes (JCAHO accreditation) and regulation that
directly limits competition (Certificate of Need legislation)
inhibited organizational change, while, in contrast, regulation
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aimed at promotingchange by increasingcompetition had no
effects. These results indicatethat regulationaimed at maintainingthe status quo may be more effective than regulation
that seeks to promote change in marketsor organizations.
On the other hand,the results also show that state intervention was effective in promotingdivergentchange when it
awardedfunds directlyto organizationsto supporttheir
efforts to find and implementalternativetemplates. Hospitals
located in states with legislationthat providedcapitalfunds
to promote conversion were significantlymore likelyto convert. Takentogether, these results suggest that only relatively
focused state interventionis effective in promotingdivergent
organizationalchange. Both JCAHOaccreditationand Certificate of Need legislationare relativelylongstandingin the
health care field; perhapsthe newer legislationneeded
reworkingto make it effective.
We also argued that norms concerninggovernance and property rights in an organizationalfield influence divergent
change (Fligstein,1996), and the results supportthis view.
Hospitalsthat are members of multihospitalsystems lose
local governance. This shift in governance means that the
interests of individualhospitals become secondary to the
interests of the system as a whole, which system boards
have a legal obligationto support. Membershipin multihospital systems thus makes it more likelythat divergentchange
will occur in individualhospitalsto meet the needs of their
parentsystems. The results also show that publichospitals
are less likelyto convert than privatelyowned nonprofithospitals. Publichospitals limitowners' propertyrights-there
are no profitsrecognized in publiclyowned organizations,and
taxpayersshare both assets and financiallosses. Thus, the
combinationof local controland diffuse, publicownership of
assets and profitsmakes it very difficultfor divergentchange
to occur.These results are consistent with our broaderargument that institutionalelements can either promote or inhibit
divergentorganizationalchange.
Finally,we argued that organizationswould mimic models of
divergentchange that are providedby their nonlocal,but
equivalentpeers; the results supportthis view. In states that
alreadyhave high rates of ruralhospitalconversion, more
conversion is likely.Organizationsare likelyto mimic behavior
that they can observe among peers that face similarinstitutionaland resource environments(Greve, 1998; Martin,
Swaminathan,and Mitchell,1998).
Despite the relativestrength of the results, we are cautious
about makinggeneralizationsfrom this study. We argued
above that inconsistent results from the few previous studies
of divergentchange could be due to the particularorganizationalfields that were examined. Followingthis logic, this
study's results may hold only for a particularcontext. We
examined a fragmented organizationalfield at a time when
traditionalorganizationalforms and practices were called into
question due to the steeply risingcosts of health care. It is
underthis combinationof conditionsthat we find that both
marketand institutionalforces can promote divergentorganizationalchange. Further,we examined a relativelybrieftime
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period (seven years) in a field with a long and complex history (Starr,1982; Stevens, 1989). Perhapsour results would
change over time, as both institutionsand markets evolve in
this field. Thus, we encourage empiricaltests of our hypotheses in other industriesthat are experiencingprofound
change.
Nonetheless, despite its limitations,the study results raise
importantquestions for research on divergentorganizational
change. One question concerns how divergentchange
affects organizationalperformance.Though Kraatzand Zajac
(1996) found no decline in the performanceof liberalarts colleges that added professionaldegree programsto their curricula,the change we examined is more extensive. Moreover,
the change we examined involvedorganizationsmoving from
what ecologists might consider generalists (hospitals)to specialists (e.g., nursinghomes) (Baum, 1996). To what extent
do generalists performwell in their new areas of specialization? Does this change merely stall organizationaldemise?
Further,this study raises questions about the processes
involvedin divergentchange. Because we used nationalsurvey data, we could not examine such processes, as scholars
had done in the originalinstitutionalschool (Selznick,1996).
Certainapproachesto divergentchange, such as gainingthe
supportof a range of stakeholders, may affect post-change
performance.
The results also indicatethat institutionaltheory can provide
at least a partialaccount for divergentorganizationalchange.
This account includes several elements. First,we must recognize that organizationalfields vary in their structureof decision makingand in the strength of their institutionaland market forces (Dacin,1997; Hoffman,1999). Researchers need
to examine these factors in studies of organizationalchange
(Hiningsand Greenwood, 1996). Second, we should hold
open the possibilitythat institutionalactors have multipleand
often inconsistent interests (Meyerand Rowan, 1977). Inthis
study, state legislaturesproducedseveral policies that aimed
to promote or inhibitchange among ruralhospitals (Mueller,
1992). Insome cases, legislaturesalso passed laws that circumvented marketsand providedruralhospitals directlywith
funds either to supportthem in their currentstate or to support divergentchange. Otheractors, especially the boards of
multihospitalsystems and publiclyowned hospitals,worked
either to change ruralhospitals or keep them the same.
Third,institutionalanalyses of organizational
change should
recognizethat actors are not necessarilyboundby historyor
taken-for-granted
practices(Fligstein,1997). We found, for
example, that state legislatureswere quite active, passing
laws that were more or less supportiveof ruralhospitals.To
continue linkingthe old and new institutionalapproaches,perhaps studies should be event-focused (e.g., we focused on
ruralhospitalsafterthe reformof Medicarepayment).Studies
that are not event-focused may failto capturehow actors pursue theirinterests and may thus incorrectlyconcludethat tradition limitsactors to maintainingthe status quo.
Finally,examiningonly institutionalforces will not be sufficient to explaindivergentorganizationalchange. Both institu700/ASQ, December 2000
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Divergent Change

tional and marketforces are likelyto affect divergentchange
to varyingdegrees in differentorganizationalfields and, probably, in differenthistoricalperiods. Moreover,institutionaland
marketforces may interactin importantways to affect organizationalchange, and future research should aim to specify
their roles more precisely.
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